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MANAGING DATA USAGE OF A COMPUTING DEVICE

BACKGROUND

[0001] A computing device such as a desktop computer, notebook computer, tablet

computer, mobile phone, or smart device may include a network interlace enabling the

computing device to connect to a computer network such as the internet Additionally,

computing devices are often connected to a computer network through the resources of a

service provider. The service provider may charge for this network access based on the

amount of data transmitted between the network and the computing device via the service

provider's resources. Moreover, some computing devices include multiple network interlaces

of different types enabling the computing device to connect to a computer network in different

ways and even through different services providers.

BREF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002) The following detailed description references the drawings, wherein:

[0003] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example computing device for managing data

usage;

[0004] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example computing device for managing data

usage by executable components of the computing device;

[0005] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example computing device for managing data

usage in accordance with a plurality of usage profiles;

[0006] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an example method for managing data usage of a

computing device; and

[0007] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of an example method for managing data usage of a

computing device in accordance with a data allotment

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] As noted above, a service provider may charge for network access based on the

amount of data transmitted between the computing device and the network via the service

provider's resources. It may be beneficial for a user to manage such data usage via the

service provider's resources in order to manage costs. However, background processes



running on the computing device may communicate with a computer network without the

user's knowledge. Additionally, a user may not appreciate the rate at which a particular

application consumes data from a computer network such as the internet As such, it may be

difficult for computing device users to manage a device's data usage over a particular service

provider's resources. Moreover, under certain data plans, a service provider may, for

example, restrict a user to an amount of data for which the user has pre-paid, or charge for

each unit of data consumed over a specified data usage limit per billing cycle. Accordingly,

when approaching a data usage limit, it may be beneficial for a user to manage computing

device data usage differently than at other times.

[0009] To address these issues, examples disclosed herein provide computing device

tools that may be used to manage the computing device's data usage by managing

executable components of the computing device that may communicate with a computer

network via a network interface and thus consume data. For example, some examples

disclosed herein enable a computing device approaching a data usage limit to determine

which of the executable components to restrict or disable. In some examples, a user may be

prompted to select, from a list of running executable components, which executable

components to disable or restrict. In other examples, the computing device may restrict or

disable certain executable components identified on a list when approaching the data usage

limit

[0010] By restricting or disabling executable components that may communicate with a

computer network when approaching a data usage limit the computing device may help

prevent the user from inadvertently reaching or exceeding the data usage limit. In this

manner, examples disclosed herein may help a user to reduce costs associated with

exceeding a data usage limit Additionally, examples disclosed herein may provide an

improved experience for users of pre-paid data plans by helping the user prevent reaching a

pre-paid limit at an inopportune time.

[0011] As used herein, "data usage" is an amount of data communicated between a

computing device and a computer network, and may refer to the amount of data

communicated using a particular network interface of the computing device or a total amount

of data communicated via all network interfaces of the computing device. Additionally, as

used herein, the "communication" of data between a computing device and a communications

network may refer to uploading or downloading data with the computing device, just



uploading data, or just downloading data.

[0012] Referring now to the drawings, FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example computing

device 100 for managing data usage. As used herein, a "computing device" is a desktop

computer, a notebook computer, a slate or tablet computer, a mobile phone, a smart device

(e.g., a smartphone), a chip set of a computing system, or any other device capable of using

a network interface to communicate with a communications network. In some examples,

computing device 100 may be any of the computing devices noted above. In the example of

FIG. 1, computing device 100 includes a network interface 110, a plurality 120 of executable

components 122, and a data usage controller 130.

[001 3] As used herein, a "network interface" is at least one hardware component that may

be used by a computing device to communicate with at least one remote resource of a

communications network including at least one computer network, at least one telephone

network, or a combination thereof. In some examples, suitable computer networks include,

for example, a local area network (LAN), a wireless local area network (WLAN), a wide area

network (WAN), a wireless wide area network (WWAN), an enterprise private network, a

virtual private network (VPN), the internet, and the like. Example network interfaces that may

be used to connect to such computer networks include a wired network interface controller

(NIC), a wireless NIC, and the like. Suitable telephone networks include, for example, a wired

telephone network, a wireless telephone network (e.g., a cellular network), a mobile

broadband network, and the like. Example network interfaces that may be used to connect to

such telephone networks include mobile broadband modules of any generation (e.g., 3G, 4G,

etc.), and the like.

[0014] The plurality 120 of executable components 122 may include any number of

executable components 122. In the example of FIG. 1, the plurality 120 includes at least first,

second, and third executable components 122, as shown in FIG. 1. In other examples, the

plurality 120 may include more or fewer executable components 122. As used herein,

"executable component" means information including a set of machine-readable instructions

executable by a processor of the computing device to perform at least one task. An

executable component may be, for example, any one of a computer application (e.g., an

"app"), a computer service (e.g., a system service), a computer plug-in, and the like.

[0015] In some examples, a computer application may have a user interface and may

perform tasks in response to user input Example computer applications include web



browsers, electronic mail clients, media players, and the like. In some examples, a computer

service may be a system service having no user interface and may perform at least one task

without user input An operating system update service is an example of a computer service.

In some examples, a computer plug-in is information including a set of machine-readable

instructions executable by a processor that adds at least one functionality to a computer

application. For example, a computer plug-in may add to a web browser the ability to play a

video file of a particular format where the web browser application alone is not able to play

video of the particular format.

[0016] In the example of FIG. 1, each executable component 122 of the plurality 120 is

able to utilize network interface 110 to communicate data 112 between the executable

component 122 and a communications network outside of computing device 100. In some

examples, each executable component is able to utilize network interface 110 to

communicate data between the executable component and a remote resource of the

communications network. For example, one executable component 122 may be a web

browser able to utilize network interface 110 to download data from a web server that is part

of the communications network.

[0017] Data usage controller 130 includes a monitoring module 132, a determining

module 134, and a disabling module 136. In the example of FIG. 1, data usage controller 130

may comprise at least one hardware device including electronic circuitry for implementing the

functionality of modules 132, 134, and 136. Alternatively, the functionality of modules 132,

134, and 136 may be implemented as a series of instructions encoded on a machine-

readable storage medium of computing device 100 and executable by a processor of

computing device 100. In other examples, some functionality of the modules may be

implemented as electronic circuitry while the other functionality of the modules is implemented

as executable instructions.

[0018] In the example of FIG. 1, monitoring module 132 may monitor an amount of data

communicated with network interface 110. In some examples, module 132 monitors the total

amount of data communicated with network interface 110, including data downloaded and

data uploaded with network interface 110. In other examples, module 132 may monitor only

data downloaded or only data uploaded with network interface 110. Determining module 134

may determine whether the amount of data communicated with network interface 110 enters

within a threshold range of a network interface data usage limit for computing device 100. As



used herein, a "network interface data usage limit" is at least one value that represents or

indicates a total amount of data that a computing device is permitted to communicate (e.g.,

upload and or download) via at least one network interlace of the computing device.

[0019] In some examples, the network interface data usage limit is defined as a particular

amount of data. For example, a network interface data usage limit may correspond to an

amount of data for which a user has pre-paid a service provider for the use of the service

provider's resources via the network interface. In such examples, if a user has paid for the

use of 2 gigabytes (GB) of data using a service provider's resources, the network interface

data usage limit may be 2 GB. In some examples, the threshold range may be defined by a

threshold that is a percentage, such as 75%, of the network interface data usage limit In

such examples, determining module 134 may determine that the amount of data

communicated with network interface 110 enters within the threshold range when the amount

of data communicated is greater than 75% of the data usage limit (i.e., greater than 1.5 GB).

In such examples, network interface 110 may be, for example, a mobile broadband module

(e.g., a 3G card, or the like) capable of connecting to the internet via a telephone network

(e.g., a cellular network) of the service provider. Additionally, in some examples, the network

interface data usage limit may be stored on computing device 100.

[0020] In other examples, the network interface data usage limit may correspond to an

amount of data a user may communicate during a certain time period (e.g., a billing cycle,

etc.) without incurring additional charges from a service provider. For example, a user may

have a service contract under which the user may communicate 1 GB of data with the service

provider's resources each month without incurring additional charges. In such examples, the

network interface data usage limit may be 1 GB. In some examples, the threshold range may

be defined by a threshold that is an absolute amount of data, such as 800 megabytes (MB).

In such examples, determining module 134 may determine that the amount of data

communicated with network interface 110 enters within the threshold range when the amount

of data communicated is greater than 800 MB. In other examples the threshold may be a

lower threshold, such as 10 MB, and module 134 may determine that the amount of data

communicated with network interface 110 enters within the threshold range when less than

10 MB remains before reaching the network interface data usage limit.

[0021] In some examples, the threshold range may be defined by a threshold stored on

the computing device. As used herein, a "threshold'' is at least one value that defines at least



one boundary of the threshold range of the network interface data usage limit. For example,

the threshold may be a percentage of the network interface data usage limit In some

examples, the threshold percentage (e.g., 75%, 85%, 90%, etc.) may indicate an amount of

data that may be used before entering the threshold range. For example, module 134 may

determine that the amount of data communicated with network interface 110 has entered

within the threshold range when the amount exceeds the threshold percentage of the network

interface data usage limit In other examples, the threshold may be an absolute amount of

data less than the network interface data usage limit In some examples, module 134 may

derive the absolute amount from a threshold percentage. In other examples, the threshold

may indicate a lower limit for the amount of data that may be communicated with network

interface 110 before using the entire amount of data defined by the network interface data

usage limit In such examples, the lower limit threshold may be, for example, a percentage

(e.g., 5%, 10%, 25%, etc.), an absolute amount of data (e.g., 10 MB, 50 MB, etc), or an

absolute amount of data derived from a stored percentage. In such examples, module 134

may determine that the amount of data communicated with network interface 110 has entered

within the threshold range when the amount data that may be communicated before reaching

the network interface data usage limit is less than the threshold percentage or amount In

some examples, the threshold may be set by a user of computing device 100.

[0022] If module 134 determines that the amount of data communicated with network

interface 110 enters within the threshold range, then module 134 may determine which of

executable components 122 to disable. In some examples, module 134 may determine

which of executable components 122 to disable by receiving, as input from a user of

computing device 100, a selection of running executable components 122 to disable. For

example, if the amount of data communicated with network interface 110 enters within the

threshold range, module 134 may, in response, prompt a user with a list of running

executable components 122. In response, the user may select at least one of the executable

components 122, and module 134 may provide to module 136 a list of the executable

components 122 selected by the user as the result of the determination of which executable

components to disable.

[0023] In other examples, computing device 100 may store a usage limiting list Identifying

executable components 122 to disable upon entering the threshold range. In such examples,

module 134 may determine which of executable components 122 to disable by accessing the



usage limiting list For example, module 134 may provide to module 36, as a result of the

determination of which executable components 22 to disable, a list identifying the executable

components 122 that are identified in the usage limiting list and that are running. In other

examples, module 134 may determine which executable components to disable based on

both user input, as described above, and the usage limiting list In such examples, module

134 may provide module 136 a list identifying the executable components 122 selected by the

user and the running executable components 122 included in the usage limiting list In some

examples, a user of computing device 100 may populate the usage limiting list with selected

executable components 122.

[0024] In the example of FIG. 1, disabling module 136 may disable at least one of the

executable components 122 of the plurality 120 based on the result of the determination,

made by module 134, of which of the executable components to disable. For example, when

module 134 provides module 136 a list identifying at least one executable component 122, as

described above, module 136 may disable all of the executable components 122 identified in

the list returned. As used herein, to "disable" an executable component of a computing

device means to terminate an executing or running executable component or to pause the

execution of the executable component such that execution of the executable component

may be resumed from the point in execution at which it was paused. In other examples, in

addition to disabling at least one executable component 122, module 136 may discontinue

a functionality of at least one other executable component 122, wherein performance of the

functionality of the at least one executable component 122 includes communicating data, with

network interface 110, between the executable component 122 and a communications

network.

[0025) In the examples described above, the computing device may disable at least

one executable component able to utilize the network interface of the computing device

when the amount of data communicated with the network interface enters within a

threshold range of a network interface data usage limit. In this manner, the computing

device may reduce the rate at which the computing device communicates data with the

network interface as the computing device approaches the network interface data usage

limit. By allowing the user to select executable components to disable, the computing

device may reduce the rate of data communication without hindering tasks considered by

the user to have a high priority. For example, when approaching a network interface data



usage limit, a user may select to disable background executable components (e.g.,

automatic update programs) that do not affect the user's ability to browse web pages or

send and receive e-mail messages with the computing device's remaining data usage

allotment. In other examples, the usage limiting list may be populated with low-priority

executable components (e.g., automatic update or other background programs) and or

executable components having a high data usage rate (e.g., media streaming applications,

etc.). In this manner, the computing device of examples described above may help a user

to reduce costs associated with limited data plans and/or improve the experience of using

a limited data plan.

[0026] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example computing device 200 for managing data

usage by executable components 122 of computing device 200. In the example of FIG. 2,

computing device 200 includes a network interface 110 and a plurality 120 of executable

components 122, as described above in relation to FIG. 1. As described above, network

interface 110 may communicate data 112 with a communications network. Among the

plurality 120, FIG. 2 illustrates first, second, and third executable components 122. Plurality

120 may include more or fewer executable components 122 than the three illustrated in FIG.

2. In the example of FIG. 2, each executable component 122 of the plurality 120 is able to

utilize network interface 110 to communicate data 112 between the executable component

122 and a communications network outside of computing device 200. Additionally, in the

example of FIG. 2, first executable component 122 may be a computer service, second

executable component 122 may be a computer application, and third executable component

122 may be a plug-in for the application of second executable component 122. Computing

device 200 also includes a data usage controller 230, a storage area 240, an output device

214, and an input device 216.

[0027] Data usage controller 230 includes modules 132, 134, and 136 described above in

relation to FIG. 1. Data usage controller 230 also includes a storing module 238 and a restart

module 239. In the example of FIG. 2, data usage controller 230 may comprise at least one

hardware device including electronic circuitry for implementing the functionality of modules

132. 134, 136, 238, and 239. Alternatively, the functionality of modules 132, 134, 136. 238.

and 239 may be implemented as a series of instructions encoded on a machine-readable

storage medium of computing device 200 and executable by a processor of computing device

200. In other examples, some functionality of the modules may be implemented as electronic



circuitry while the other functionality of the modules is implemented as executable

instructions.

[0028] In the example of FIG. 2, storage area 240 includes a network interface data usage

limit 242, a threshold 244, and a restart list 246. As used herein, a "storage area" may

comprise a number of physical media for storing data, such as at least one hard disk, solid

state drive, tape drive, and the like, or any combination thereof. Additionally, any storage

area described herein may include a plurality of storage devices that, in combination, form a

pool of available storage. In the example of FIG. 2, output device 214 may include, for

example, at least one display, speaker, or any other device capable of communicating

information to a user of computing device 200. While the example of FIG. 2 includes only one

output device 214, other examples may include a plurality of output devices 214. Additionally,

input device 216 may include, for example, at least one button, keyboard, keypad, touch

screen, pointing device (e.g., mouse), accelerometer, microphone, or any other device

capable of receiving input from a user of computing device 200. While the example of FIG. 2

includes only one input device 216, other examples may include a plurality of input devices

216.

[0029] As described above in relation to FIG. 1, if module 134 determines that the amount

of data communicated with network interface 110 enters within the threshold range, then

module 134 may determine which of executable components 122 to disable. In the example

of FIG. 2, module 134 may determine which of executable components 122 to disable by

obtaining a selection of running executable components 122 to disable from a user of

computing device 200. In such examples, module 134 may display or otherwise output to the

user, with output device 214, a list 282 of executable components 122 currently running on

computing device 200, if the amount of data communicated with network interface 110

enters within the threshold range. For example, if at least first second, and third executable

components 122 are running, then module 134 may output with output device 214, a list 282

identifying at least the first, second and third executable components 122, as shown in the

example of FIG. 2.

[0030] After displaying list 282, module 134 may receive, via input device 216, a selection

284 of at least one of the running executable components 122 included in the list 282. For

example, when list 282 is displayed that identifies at least the first, second, and third

executable components 122, as shown in FIG. 2, a user may input, via input device 216, a



selection 284 identifying the first and second executable components 122. After receiving

selection 284, module 34 may determine to disable each running executable component

identified in selection 284. In such examples, module 134 may provide to module 136, as

a result 235 of the determination of which executable components to disable, information

identifying each of the executable components 122 selected by the user.

[0031] For example, when selection 284 received via input device 216 identifies first

and second executable components 122, module 134 may determine to disable first and

second executable components 122 and provide to module 136 (e.g., as result 235) a list

identifying the first and second executable components 122. In other examples, computing

device 200 may also store a usage limiting list identifying executable components 122 to

disable upon entering the threshold range. In such examples, module 134 may provide to

module 136 (e.g., as result 235) information identifying the executable components 122

selected by the user and the running executable components 122 included in the usage

limiting list.

[0032] In the example of FIG. 2, disabling module 136 may disable the executable

components 122 indicated by module 134 (e.g., via result 235), as described above in relation

to FIG. 1. In addition, storing module 238 may store a restart list 246 identifying each

executable component 122 that data usage controller 230 (e.g., disabling module 136)

disables based on the result 235 of the determination made by module 134 of which

executable components to disable. In the example of FIG. 2, module 238 may store restart

list 246 in storage area 240. For example, if module 136 disables first and second

executable components 122 based on result 235, then module 238 may store a restart list

246 identifying first and second executable components 122, as illustrated in FIG. 2. In

some examples, module 238 may store the restart list 246 by creating and storing a new

restart list 246 identifying the disabled executable components 122, or by updating or

replacing the contents of a previously created restart list 246.

[0033] In some examples, restart module 239 may determine which of the executable

components 122 identified in restart list 246 to restart, if the amount of data communicated

with network interface 110 exits (or is determined to be outside of) the threshold range. The

amount of data communicated with network interface 110 may exit the threshold range if, for

example, the network interface data usage limit is increased, the accumulated amount of data

communicated with the network interface 110 is reduced (e.g., to zero at the beginning of a



new billing cycle), the threshold s adjusted, and the like. In some examples, module may

receive an indication to change a current network interface data usage limit, threshold, and/or

accumulated amount of data communicated with the network interface from a remote

resource via network interface 110 or from a user via input device 216. In such examples,

module 239 may determine that the amount of data communicated with network interface 110

has exited or is outside of the threshold range in response to the indication.

[0034] Module 239 may start at least one executable component 122 identified in restart

list 246 based on the determination of which executable components 122 to restart For

example, if module 239 determines that the amount of data communicated with network

interface 110 has exited the threshold range, then module 239 may determine which of

executable components 122 to start by obtaining a selection of previously disabled

executable components 122 to disable from a user of computing device 200. In such

examples, module 239 may display or otherwise output to a user, with output device 214,

restart list 246 (i.e., the executable components 122 identified in restart list 246) via a

communication 286.

[0035) After displaying restart list 246, module 239 may receive, via input device 216, a

selection 288 of at least one of the executable components 122 identified in restart list 246 to

restart. After receiving selection 288, module 239 may start each executable component 122

identified in selection 288. For example, when restart list 246 includes first and second

executable components 122, as illustrated in the example of FIG. 2, selection 288 received

via input device 216 may identify first executable component 122, as shown in the example of

FIG. 2. Alternatively, if module 239 determines that the amount of data communicated with

network interface 110 has exited the threshold range, then, in response, module 239 may

start all of the executable components 122 indentified in restart list 246 without receiving a

selection of executable components via input device 216. As used herein, to "start" an

executable component means to begin the execution of an executable component that is not

currently running or paused, or to resume the execution of an executable component that is

paused.

[0036] In the examples described above, the computing device may allow a user to

select, from a list of running executable components, at least one executable component to

disable in response to an accumulated amount of data communicated entering the

threshold range. By allowing the user to select the executable components to disable, the



computing device may reduce the rate of data usage in accordance with the user's

priorities when the amount of communicated data enters the threshold range. In this

manner, the computing device may improve user experience by allowing the user to

continue to run executable components most important to the user while allowing the user

to disable less important and/or background executable components in order to reduce the

rate of data consumption and thereby potentially prolong the usage of the network

interface below the network interface usage limit. Additionally, in the examples described

above, the computing device may store a list of disabled executable components for

subsequent display to a user. In this manner, examples described above may improve the

user experience by assisting a user, who may not recall all executable components

previously disabled, to restart some or all of those executable components.

[0037] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example computing device 300 for managing data

usage in accordance with a plurality of usage profiles. In the example of FIG. 3, computing

device 300 includes a network interface 1 0 and a plurality 120 of executable components

122, as described above in relation to FIG. 1. As described above, network interface 110

may communicate data 112 with a communications network. Among the plurality 120, FIG. 3

illustrates first second, and third executable components 122. Plurality 120 may include

more or fewer executable components than the four illustrated in FIG. 3. In the example of

FIG. 3, each executable component 122 of the plurality 120 is able to utilize network interface

110 to communicate data 112 between the executable component 122 and a

communications network outside of computing device 300. Computing device 300 also

includes a processor 360, a storage area 315, and a machine-readable storage medium 350.

[0038] As used herein, a "processor" may be at least one central processing unit (CPU),

at least one semiconductor-based microprocessor, at least one graphics processing unit

(GPU), at least one other hardware device suitable for the retrieval and execution of

instructions stored on a machine-readable storage medium, or a combination thereof.

Additionally, any processor described herein may include, for example, a single core on a

chip, multiple cores on a chip, multiple cores across multiple chips, multiple cores across

multiple devices, or a combination thereof. Additionally, as used herein, a "machine-readable

storage medium" may be any electronic, magnetic, optical, or other physical storage device

that contains, stores, or is otherwise encoded with executable instructions. For example, any

machine-readable storage medium described herein may be any of Random Access Memory



(RAM), flash memory, a storage drive (e.g. a hard disk), a Compact Disc Read Only Memory

(CD-ROM), and the like, or a combination thereof. Further, any machine-readable storage

medium described herein may be non-transitory.

[0039] Machine-readable storage medium 350 includes instructions 352, 354, 355, 356,

357, and 358 for managing data usage of computing device 300. In the example of FIG. 3,

machine-readable storage medium 350 is separate from storage area 315. Alternatively, in

some examples, machine-readable storage medium 350 may be a portion of storage area

315. In other examples, at least one of instructions 352, 354, 355, 356, 357, and 358 may be

stored in storage area 315 instead of in machine-readable storage medium 350.

[0040] In the example of FIG. 3, processor 360 may fetch, decode, and execute the

instructions of machine-readable storage medium 350 to implement the functionality

described below. As an alternative or in addition to fetching, decoding, and executing

instructions, processor 360 may include at least one integrated circuit (IC), at least one other

electronic circuit, other control logic, or a combination thereof for performing some or all of the

functionality of the instructions of machine-readable storage medium 360 described below.

[0041] In the example illustrated in FIG. 3, machine-readable storage medium 350

includes instructions for operating computing device 300 in accordance with a plurality of

usage profiles. In some examples, each usage profile includes a usage limiting list, a restart

list, and a component list In such examples, for each profile, the usage limiting list indicates

which executable components, if any, to disable when using the profile. In addition, for each

profile, the restart list indicates which executable components, if any, were disabled when

computing device 300 last switched from the profile to another profile, and the component list

indicate which executable components, if any, are to be started when using the profile.

[0042] Machine-readable storage medium 350 includes instructions 352 for comparing an

amount of data communicated with a network interface of the computing device to a

network interface data usage limit for the computing device. In some examples,

instructions 352 may monitor an amount of data communicated (e.g., uploaded and/or

downloaded) with network interface 110 between with the communications network and

computing device 300. For example, instructions 352 may monitor a total amount of data

communicated with network interface 110. In some examples, this total may be reset (e.g.,

to zero) periodically. For example, the total may be reset at the beginning of a new billing

cycle associated with a service provider, or when an additional amount of pre-paid data is



purchased for use via computing device 300. In the example of FIG. 3, a network

interface data usage limit 342 is stored in storage area 315.

[0043] In some examples, instructions 352 may compare the total amount of data

communicated with the network interface to network interface data usage limit 342. Based

on this comparison, instructions 352 may determine whether the amount of data

communicated with network interface 110 enters within a threshold range defined by a

threshold. For example, instructions 352 may determine whether the difference between

the total amount of data communicated and network interface data usage limit 342 is less

than a threshold amount or a threshold percentage of the network interface data usage

limit 342. If the difference is less than the threshold amount or percentage, then

instructions 352 may determine that the total amount of data communicated has entered

the threshold range of the network interface data usage limit.

[0044] Machine-readable storage medium 350 also includes profile switching instructions

354 for switching between usage profiles of computing device 300. In some examples, if

instructions 352 determine that the amount of data communicated with network interface 110

has entered a threshold range, profile switching instructions 354 may access a first usage

profile associated with the threshold range to operate computing device 300 in accordance

with the first usage profile.

[0045] In the example of FIG. 3, profile switching instructions 354 include disabling

instructions 355. In some examples, instructions 355 may be executed if instructions 352

determine that the amount of data communicated with the interface enters within a first

threshold range of the network interface data usage limit. Instructions 355 may, for

example, disable each executable component 122, if any, identified in the usage limiting list of

the first profile. In other examples, in addition to disabling at least one executable

component 122, instructions 355 may discontinue a functionality of at least one other

executable component 122, wherein performance of the functionality of the at least one

executable component 122 includes communicating data, with network interface 110,

between the executable component 122 and a communications network. In the example of

FIG. 3, disabling instructions 355 include storing instructions 356. In such examples,

instructions 356 may store, in a restart list of a second usage profile, information identifying

each executable component disabled in accordance with the usage limiting list of the first



usage profile. In such examples, the second usage profile may be the usage profile used

by computing device 300 before switching to the first usage profile.

[0046] Profile switching instructions 354 also include starting instructions 357. In some

examples, instructions 357 may be executed if instructions 352 determine that the amount

of data communicated with the interface enters within a first threshold range of the network

interface data usage limit In some examples, instructions 357 may start each executable

component 122, if any, identified in the component list of the first usage profile and each

executable component 122, if any, identified in the restart list of the first usage profile. In

other examples, starting instructions may present the restart list of the first usage profile to

a user and start any executable components 122 selected by the user in response, in

addition to the executable components identified in the component list

[0047] Machine-readable storage medium 350 also includes update receiving instructions

358. In some examples, instructions 358 may receive a data usage update 317 via network

interface 110. In some examples, update 317 may indicate an increase in data usage limit

342 or request a reset (e.g., to zero) of the total amount of data communicated with network

interface 110, as monitored by instructions 352. In such examples, instructions 358 may alter

data usage limit 342 and/or the current value of the amount of data communicated with

network interface 110. In some examples, after updating at least one of these values,

instructions 352 may compare the amount of data communicated with the network

interface to network interface data usage limit 342. After updating at least one of the

values, instructions 352 may determine that the amount of data communicated with

network interface 110 has exited (e.g., is outside of) the first threshold range.

[0048] In examples in which computing device 300 switched from the second to the first

usage profile in response to entering the first threshold range, profile switching instructions

354 may switch computing device 300 from the first profile back to the second profile in

response to determining that the amount of data communicated with network interface 110

has exited the first threshold range. In other examples, profile switching instructions 354

may switch from the first back to the second usage profile in response to detecting the

availability of another network interface for accessing a communications network. For

example, instructions 354 may switch back to the second profile when a WLA is available

via another network interface of computing device 300.



[0049] In the example of FIG. 3, computing device 300 may be operated in accordance

with any one of a full usage profile 370A, a first limited usage profile 370B, and a second

limited usage profile 370C. In some examples, each of profiles 370A 370B, and 370C

includes a usage limiting list, a restart list, and a component list In other examples,

computing device 300 may be operated in accordance with more or fewer profiles. In the

example of FIG. 3, first and second thresholds 344 and 346 are stored in storage area 315,

and computing device 300 may operate in accordance with full usage profile 370A when

the amount of data communicated with network interface 10 is outside of a first threshold

range defined by first threshold 344. Additionally, in the example of FIG. 3, computing

device 300 may operate in accordance with first limited data profile 370B when the amount

of data communicated with network interface 110 is within a first threshold range defined

by first threshold 344, and in accordance with a second limited usage profile when the

amount of data communicated with network interface 110 is within a second threshold

range defined by second threshold 346. In such examples, the first and second

thresholds, and thus the first and second threshold ranges, may be different. For example,

the second threshold range may be within the first threshold range.

[0050] In one example, illustrated in FIG. 3, while computing device 300 is operating in

accordance with full usage profile 370A, first, second, and third executable components 122

may each be running on computing device 300, as illustrated in block 380A. In this example,

if instructions 352 determine that the amount of data communicated with network interface

110 enters within the first threshold range defined by first threshold 344, profile switching

instructions 354 may switch computing device 300 from operating in accordance with full

usage profile 370A to operating in accordance with first limited data profile 370B.

Accordingly, in this example, disabling instructions 355 may disable each executable

component 122 identified in usage limiting list 372B of profile 370B (e.g., first executable

component 122). Additionally, storing instructions 356 may store information identifying

each executable component 122 disabled based on list 372B (e.g., first executable

component 122) in the restart list 374A of full usage profile 370A (i.e., the previously used

profile).

[0051] Further, starting instructions 357 may start each executable component 122

identified in restart list 374B of profile 370B, which is initially empty in the example of FIG.

3, and each executable component 122 identified in component list 376B (e.g., none).



Accordingly, as illustrated in block 380B of FIG. 3, in this example, the second and third

executable components 122 may be running after switching to operating in accordance

with first limited data profile 370B. In this manner, the example of FIG. 3 may reduce the

rate at which computing device 300 communicates data by stopping execution of the first

executable component 122 (e.g., a media streaming application, background service, etc.)

when approaching the network interface data usage limit 342, while allowing second and

third executable components 122 (e.g., e-mail client, web browser, etc.) to continue to run.

[0052] Moreover, in the example of FIG. 3, if instructions 352 subsequently determine

that the amount of data communicated with network interface 110 enters within the second

threshold range defined by second threshold 346, profile switching instructions 354 may

switch from operating in accordance with first limited data profile 370B to operating in

accordance with second limited data profile 370C. Accordingly, in this example, disabling

instructions 355 may disable each executable component 122 identified in usage limiting

list 372C of profile 370C, namely second executable component 122. While first

executable component 122 is also identified in usage limiting list 372C of profile 370C,

disabling instructions 355 will only disable running executable components, which first

executable component 122 is not, as shown in block 380B. Additionally, storing

instructions 356 may store information identifying each executable component 122

disabled in accordance with usage limiting list 372C (e.g., second executable component

122) in the restart list 374B of first limited usage profile 370B (i.e., the previously used

profile).

[0053] Further, starting instructions 357 may start each executable component 122

identified in restart list 374C of profile 370C and each executable component 122 identified

in component list 376C of profile 370C, both of which are empty in the example shown in

FIG. 3. Accordingly, as illustrated in block 380C of FIG. 3, in this example, the third

executable components 122 may be running after switching to operating in accordance

with second limited data profile 370C. In this manner, the example of FIG. 3 may further

reduce the rate at which computing device 300 communicates data by stopping execution

of the second executable component 122 (e.g., a web browser, etc.) when computing

device 300 comes even closer to network interface data usage limit 342, while still allowing

third executable components 122 (e.g., an e-mail client, etc.) to continue to run.



[0054] Additionally, in the example of FIG. 3, update receiving instructions may receive a

data usage update 317 increasing network interface data usage limit 342 such that the

amount of data communicated with network interface 110 is no longer within either the first or

the second threshold range. Accordingly, in this example, when instructions 352 determine

that the amount of data communicated with network interface 110 is outside of both the

first and second threshold ranges, profile switching instructions 354 may switch from

operating in accordance with second limited data profile 370C back to operating in

accordance with full usage profile 370A. Accordingly, in this example, disabling

instructions 355 may disable each executable component 122 identified in usage limiting

list 372A of profile 370A, which is empty, so no executable component 122 is disabled.

Additionally, storing instructions 356 may store information identifying each executable

component 122 disabled based on list 372A (e.g., none) in the restart list 374C of second

limited usage profile 370C (i.e., the previously used profile).

[0055] Further, starting instructions 357 may start each executable component 122

identified in restart list 374A of profile 370A (e.g., first executable component 122) and

each executable component 122 identified in component list 376A of profile 370A (e.g.,

second executable component 122). Accordingly, as illustrated in block 380A of FIG. 3, in

this example, the first, second, and third executable components 122 will be running after

switching to operating in accordance with the fully usage profile 370A which, in this

example, returns computing device 300 to a state in which all of the initially running

executable components 122 are running again. In this manner, the example of FIG. 3 may

restore all of the functionalities of computing device 300 when computing device 300 is

sufficiently far from network interface data usage limit 342. In other examples, profile

switching instructions 354 may, switch from operating in accordance with second limited

data profile 370C to operating in accordance with full usage profile 370A in response to

other conditions such as determining that a connection to a communications network is

available through a network interface of computing device 300 other than network interface

110. Additionally, in other examples, when switching from a first to a second profile, all of

the executable components running before the transition (including those disabled when

switching from the first profile) may be stored in the restart list of the first profile so that, if

the computing device switches back to the first profile (from the second or another profile),

all of the executable components running when previously operating the computing device



in accordance with the first profile may be started again when switching back to the first

profile.

[0056] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an example method 400 for managing data usage of a

computing device. Although execution of method 400 is described below with reference to

computing device 00 of FIG. 1, other suitable components for execution of method 400 can

be utilized (e.g., computing device 200 or 300). Additionally, method 400 may be

implemented in the form of executable instructions encoded on a machine-readable storage

medium, in the form of electronic circuitry, or a combination thereof (e.g., as modules 132,

134, and 136).

[0057] Method 400 may start at 405 and proceed to 410, where computing device 100

may communicate data, with network interface 110 of computing device 100, between at least

one remote resource of a communications network and at least one of a plurality 120 of

executable components 122 running on computing device 100. Method 400 may proceed to

415, where computing device 100 may monitor an amount of data communicated with

network interface 110. For example, monitoring module 132 of computing device 100 may

monitor the amount of data communicated, as described above in relation to FIG. 1.

[0058] Method 400 may proceed to 420, where computing device 100 may determine if

less than a threshold amount of data remains in a data allotment for computing device 100.

In some examples, the data allotment may be a running total of the amount of data that may

be communicated with network interface 110 before reaching a network interface data usage

limit In such examples, computing device 100 (e.g., monitoring module 132) may reduce the

data allotment as computing device 100 communicates data with network interface 100. In

such examples, computing device 100 reaches the network interface data usage limit when

the data allotment reaches zero. If, at 420, computing device 100 determines that the amount

of the data allotment remaining is not less than a threshold amount then method 400 may

proceed to 410.

[0059] If computing device 100 determines at 420 that less than a threshold amount of

data allotment 420 remains, then method 400 may proceed to 425. At 425, computing device

100 may discontinue a functionality of at least one executable component 122 of the plurality

120 of executable components 122, wherein performance of the functionality of the at least

one executable component 122 includes communicating data, with network interface 110,

between the at least one executable component 122 and a communications network.



[0060] As used herein, "discontinuing a functionality" of an executable component

means stopping and/or preventing further use of at least one aspect or task of an

executable component, and/or disabling the executable component having the

functionality. Examples of discontinuing a functionality of an executable component

include preventing a web browser from accessing a particular website, file type (e.g., a file

type that utilize a particular browser plug-in), or other remote resource. Other examples

include stopping and/or preventing further operation of an updating function, polling

function, or other function of an executable component that communicates with a

communications network via a network interface.

[0061] In some examples, at 425, computing device 00 may discontinue a functionality

that communicates via network interface 1 0 by accessing a list of at least one such

functionality stored on computing device 100. In other examples, at 425, computing device

100 may prompt a user for a selection of which functionalities that communicate via

network interface 110 to disable. Method 400 may then proceed to 430, where method

400 may stop.

[0062] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of an example method 500 for managing data usage of a

computing device in accordance with a data allotment. Although execution of method 500 is

described below with reference to computing device 100 of FIG. 1, other suitable components

for execution of method 500 can be utilized (e.g., computing device 200 or 300). Additionally,

method 500 may be implemented in the form of executable instructions stored on a machine-

readable storage medium, in the form of electronic circuitry, or a combination thereof.

[0063] Method 500 may start at 505 and proceed to 510, where computing device 100

may communicate data, with network interface 110 of computing device 100, between at least

one remote resource of a communications network and at least one of a plurality 120 of

executable components 122 running on computing device 100. Method 500 may proceed to

515, where computing device 100 may monitor an amount of data communicated with

network interface 110. For example, computing device 100 may reduce a data allotment for

computing device 100 in accordance with the amount of data communicated via network

interface 110. Method 500 may proceed to 520, where computing device 100 may

determine if less than a threshold amount of data remains in a data allotment for

computing device 100. If not, then method 500 may proceed to 510.



[0064] If computing device 100 determines at 520 that less than a threshold amount of the

data allotment remains, then method 500 may proceed to 525, where computing device 100

may discontinue a functionality of an executable component 122 of the plurality 120 of

executable components 122, wherein the executable component 122 is a web browser and

the functionality enables the web browser to access a particular remote resource (e.g., a

particular web site). In some examples, computing device 100 may disable a plurality of

functionalities of at least one executable component 122. In some examples, each of the

disabled functionalities, when performed, includes communicating data, with network

interface 122, between the at least one executable component 122 and a communications

network.

[0065] After discontinuing at least one functionality, method 500 may proceed to 530,

where computing device 100 may disable at least one executable component 122 of the

plurality 120 of executable components 122. In the example of FIG. 5, the at least one

executable component 122 is disabled if it is determined at 520 that less than the threshold

amount of data remains in the data allotment.

[0066] After disabling the at least one executable component 122, method 500 may

proceed to 535, where computing device 100 may store a restart list identifying each of the

functionalities discontinued at 525 and each of the executable components 122 disabled at

530. At 540, computing device 100 may receive a data usage update. In some examples,

the update may be an indication of an update of the data allotment for the use of network

interface 110 by computing device 100. In such examples, the update may indicate to

increase the data allotment such that computing device 100 may communicate more data

with network interface 110 before reaching the network interface data usage limit. In some

examples, prior to the update, less than the threshold amount of the data allotment may

have remained, while updating the data allotment may increase the data allotment above

the threshold amount

[0067] After receiving the update at 540, computing device 100 may determine whether

more than a threshold amount of data allotment remains at 545. If not, then method 500

may proceed to 555, where method 500 may stop. If computing device 100 determines at

545 that more than a threshold amount of the data allotment remains, then method 500

may proceed to 550. At 550, computing device 100 may start each functionality and each

executable component 122 identified in the restart list. Accordingly, at 550, computing



device 100 may start previously discontinued functionalities and previously disabled

executable components 122 in accordance with the restart list Method 500 may then

proceed to 555, where method 500 may stop.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A computing device to manage data usage, the computing device comprising:

a network interface;

a plurality of executable components each to utilize the network interface to

communicate data between the executable component and a communications network;

and

a data usage controller to:

monitor an amount of data communicated with the network interface;

determine which of the executable components to disable if the amount of

data communicated with the network interface enters within a threshold range of a

network interface data usage limit for the computing device; and

disable at least one of the executable components based on a result of the

determination.

2. The computing device of claim , further comprising:

an output device to display a list of the executable components running on the

computing device, if the amount of data communicated with the network interface enters

within the threshold range; and

an input device to receive a selection of at least one of the running executable

components included in the list, wherein, to determine which of the executable

components to disable if the amount of data communicated with the network interface

enters within the threshold range, the data usage controller is to determine to disable each

running executable component identified in the selection.

3. The computing device of claim , further comprising:

a storage area to store a restart list identifying each executable component that the

data usage controller disables based on the result of the determination.

4. The computing device of claim 3, further comprising:

an output device to display the restart list; and



an input device to receive a selection of at least one executable component

identified in the restart list, wherein the data usage controller is to start each executable

component included in the selection.

5. The computing device of claim 1, wherein each of the executable components is one of

a computer application, a computer service, and a plug-in for a computer application.

6. A non-transitory machine-readable storage medium encoded with instructions

executable by a processor for managing data usage of a computing device comprising the

processor, the storage medium comprising:

instructions to compare, to a network interface data usage limit for the computing

device, an amount of data communicated with a network interface of the computing device;

and

instructions to disable, in accordance with a first profile of the computing device, at

least one of a plurality of executable components of the computing device, if the amount of

data communicated with the network interface enters within a first threshold range of the

network interface data usage limit, each of the executable components to utilize the

network interface to communicate data between the executable component and a

communications network.

7. The machine-readable storage medium of claim 6, further comprising:

instructions to start at least one executable component, of the plurality of

executable components, identified in a component list of the first profile, if the amount of

data communicated with the network interface enters within the first threshold range of the

network interface data usage limit.

8. The machine-readable storage medium of claim 7, wherein the instructions to disable

the at least one of the plurality of executable components comprise:

instructions to disable each executable component identified in a usage limiting list

of the first profile; and

instructions to store, in a restart list of a second profile, information identifying each

executable component disabled in accordance with the usage limiting list of the first profile.



9. The machine-readable storage medium of claim 8, further comprising:

instructions to start at least one executable component, of the plurality of

executable components, identified in the restart list of the second profile, in response to

switching from use of the first profile to use of the second profile.

0. The machine-readable storage medium of claim 9, further comprising:

instructions to switch from use of the first profile to use of the second profile if the

amount of data communicated with the network interface exits the first threshold range of

the data usage limit.

1. The machine-readable storage medium of claim 8, further comprising:

instructions to disable each executable component, of the plurality of executable

components, identified in a usage limiting list of a third profile, if the amount of data

communicated with the network interface enters within a second threshold range of the

network interface data usage limit, wherein the second threshold range is different than the

first threshold range; and

instructions to store, in a restart list of the first profile, information identifying each

executable component disabled in accordance with the usage limiting list of the third

profile.

12. A method for managing data usage of a computing device including a network

interface, the method comprising:

communicating data, with the network interface, between at least one remote

resource and at least one of a plurality of executable components of the computing device;

monitoring an amount of data communicated with the network interface; and

discontinuing a functionality of a first executable component of the plurality of

executable components if less than a threshold amount of data remains in a data allotment

for the computing device, wherein performance of the functionality includes communicating

data with the network interface.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

receiving an indication of an update of the data allotment; and



starting the functionality of the first executable component if more than the

threshold amount of data remains in the updated data allotment.

14. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

disabling at least one of the executable components of the plurality of executable

components if less than the threshold amount of data remains in the data allotment for the

computing device;

storing a restart list identifying the functionality discontinued and each executable

component disabled;

receiving an indication of an update in the data allotment; and

starting the functionality discontinued and each executable component disabled, in

accordance with the restart list, if more than the threshold amount of data remains in the

updated data allotment.

5. The method of claim 12, wherein the first executable component is a web browser and

the functionality is accessing the at least one remote resource via the first executable

component.
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